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One Colour Tone

I grew up in the same church from two to 26 years of age, and was a youth leader for
ten of those years. So when I finally took the plunge to stop serving as a youth leader
AND go to a new church when I got married, I felt like I was going through a severe
identity crisis!
In my new church, no one knew my history or all the ways that I had served the Lord,
and more unnervingly, no one seemed to care! Instead, people wanted to know
who I was and why I believed in Jesus. For all those years, I had grown to depend on
my good works and the reputation of my family to formulate my Christian identity.
Led a small group? Check. Gone on mission trips? Check. From a Christian, churchattending family? Check. In a context where I had none of that to fall back on as
evidence of what a good Christian I am, l felt raw and vulnerable, and everything I had
believed about myself seemed to be called into question.
What do you base your identity on? Is it your looks? What you own? Your relationship
status? Who your friends are? The problem with these things is that all of it can and
will change, and every time you lose one of these things, your entire identity is shaken
and destabilised. Jiamin shares her experience of this in Longing for a Forever Home
(pg. 26), as do four brave young ladies in Breaking Up Is Hard To Do (pg. 28).
After a year of feeling lost and uncomfortable, I think I'm finally starting to find my
identity again, and this time, it's not based on external traits or works, but on the sure
foundation that is Jesus Christ and His saving work in my life!

Shi Yun
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dear kallos

sexuality

dear kallos
How do I overcome discouragement with
results that don’t meet my expectations,
especially when it means I can't enter my
dream school?
- Disappointed

dear Disappointed,
When I was in school, I wasn’t a student who aced
all my exams even though I studied hard. I fought
many battles in my mind trying to remind myself
that God is in control and He has my best interests
at heart. Yet, the reality of getting dissatisfactory
grades and feeling like I wasn’t good enough was
very difficult.
My perspective changed when I understood that
what I deem as “the best” for me may not always
align with what God knows is the best for me.
He sees the big picture and cares for every small
detail of my life. Instead of asking myself whether
my results are good enough and where they could
take me, I realised that the question should be,
Do I trust God to lead me to the best place He
has for me in this season? What can seem a huge
discouragement now might actually be a brilliant
stroke by God on the beautiful canvas of your life!
All that being said, it is still important to work
hard and truly give your best in all that you do. It
does not mean being idle. I believe God wants to
work with us hand in hand, to “perfect that which
concerns” us (Ps 138:8 NKJV).
Trust God to bring you through this season with
His grace and lead you to the next with beauty and
strength. Lay down all your expectations and take
up Christ.

Dear Kallos, many celebrities have been
breaking up recently and it makes me afraid of
getting into a relationship. What do I do?
- Afraid to Hope

dear Afraid to Hope,
I understand your fear, but there is so much beauty in
loving and being loved that it overshadows the fear of
being hurt. The truth is that when we open ourselves to
loving someone, it is hard work! When two sinful people
come together and rub shoulders, friction happens, and
when that happens, it is easy to feel like walking away.
But love is more than an emotion — it is a commitment.
Christ could have chosen to walk away from the cross,
but He chose to faithfully endure it to the end because
He is committed to us. When we step into a relationship,
we are choosing to commit to loving the other and giving
ourselves. When we see it that way, a relationship is not
something to walk away from just because it is difficult
or inconvenient; it is one where we selflessly, like Christ,
choose to love our partner every day.
That said, as Christians, this is with the understanding
that we should not date flippantly, getting in and out of
relationships as we so please. We need to value the other
person as Christ would value him and also seek wise and
godly counsel before we get into a relationship and also
as we are going through it. Lastly, listening closely to what
God has to say about whom we choose to date and marry
is part of our journey of obedience.
Knowing that our anchor is Christ and not merely leaning
on our own ability to sustain a good relationship, we can
step into a relationship without fear! K

answered by : Alina Teo

y
s e x ua li t
We received so many questions about sexuality
at Kallos Conference 2017! We know it's an
important topic for you, so we wanted to be sure
we answered them all. In this new column, get
the answers to your burning questions about sex,
sexuality, and BGR!

Finally, seek accountability and support to walk away from
sin. Share your struggles with a more mature and trustworthy
sister. Pray and encourage one another regularly, so that you
will not be hardened by the deceitfulness of sin (Heb 3:13)!

What should I do if I I am “not pure anymore”
and am struggling with the guilt?

You are not alone. Although I am a full-time missionary, I
struggle with pornography and kept it a secret for several
years. The following is what I have learnt in my struggle.

I feel you! One of the lowest points in my life was when I
struggled with a relationship that was not pleasing to God.
Although that relationship has ended, there are definitely
times when the guilt I feel about it comes back to haunt me.
Yet, feeling guilty may not be a bad thing altogether. All of
us are sinners, and a sense of guilt over something could be
the Holy Spirit prompting us that it is against God's desires.
Thankfully, as Christians, we have the hope of drawing near
to God again!
Paul says in Romans 8:1, “There is therefore now no
condemnation for those who are in Christ Jesus” (ESV).
Jesus Christ through his death and resurrection has fully
paid the price of your sins and promises a new life for even
the worst of sinners. You are forgiven and adopted into His
family forever! Never accept the lies of guilt that tell you that
you are hopeless and unforgivable.
So, take the first step to come before God and confess your
sins (Rom 3:23); He will forgive you and cleanse you from all
unrighteousness (1 John 1:9).
Feelings of guilt may still arise, as we live in a sinful and
fallen world that will only be made new when Christ returns.
Keep feeding on God’s Word (Ps 119:9–11) and focus on the
wholeness that Jesus’ forgiveness and righteousness brings.
He has the power to help us overcome sin and grow in
holiness (1 Cor 6:9–11)!

How can I overcome my struggles with
pornography?

God created us to be sexual beings, and He gave us desires
for sexual intimacy. But sin tainted God’s purposes, such
that humans created pornography to indulge in sexual
desires outside of God's ordained boundaries.
But before we think about what we must do to change, we
need to be convicted of what God has done for us. Reflect
on the gospel — God’s grace and mercy given to us through
Christ’s sacrifice on the cross and our identity as His
children. Meditate on Romans 6!
Then, as a response, seek to be obedient to God
(Rom 12:1–2). Do whatever it takes to flee from the
temptation of pornography. For me, I decided to bring my
secrets to light by sharing them with a sister. She became
my accountability partner and would check in on me. When
I face temptation, I contact her and she reminds me of my
commitment to Christ.
Finding healthy ways to express your sexuality will also be
helpful. How may you develop the gifts and interests God
has given you as a woman and bless others with them?
I affirm your desire to battle pornography. Please check out
Covenant Eyes and Dirty Girls Ministries for extra support! K

answered by : Anna Lim

Have a question for us? We would love to hear
from you! Send it to mailbox@kallos.com.sg,
along with your age and a pseudonym.
4 | kallos
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challenge
Name: Wee En
Age: 18

Challenge:

1. I have a phobia of butterflies and
other flying insects
2. I have super low tolerance for
spicy food even though I love
tomyam so much!

1. Complete a series of Amazing Race stations that replicate real life situations
that refugees encounter
2. Live out of a backpack that only contains bare essentials
3. No eating for 30 hours
4. Note down your reflections on what it is like to walk in the shoes of a refugee

Pre-Camp Thoughts
I’m quite unsure of what to expect! As someone who’s generally interested about social justice, I really look forward to
learning more about what goes on in countries struck with natural disasters, war, and poverty. I’ve recently been in a
period of fasting, so I guess going on for 30 hours without food shouldn’t be too bad? It’s kind of scary to be in a camp
by myself too (I’m going alone!), but I think I am really excited to go through this new experience.

the

backpack
challenge

Have you watched the news lately
and wondered what a refugee’s
life is like? In this challenge,
KALLOS challenged Wee En to
participate in World Vision's
annual Famine Camp to walk in
the shoes of a refugee.
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DAY 1

and activities, we had a campfire in which Jared Berends (our camp
speaker, a humanitarian response worker from World Vision) told us
more about these refugees and the reality of their struggle. We were
given cards to write to children struggling in Vietnam. That night, we
slept on the hard ground, which wasn’t too bad (for me at least, but I
can sleep anywhere) except it was cold.

Today was really physically exhausting! We had an amazing race with
station games for the whole day. The games helped us understand
what goes on in disaster struck areas. At one of the stations, we were
to carry 10 heavy boxes up a watchtower within a tight time limit
at Yishun Pond Park. One of us was wrapped in a thick and heavy
blanket to represent survivors trapped in debris, leaving only six of
us to do the heavy lifting. It was tough, especially with the time limit
breathing down our necks and a group mate pinned down under
the hot carpet. Bringing the game into context of disaster-stricken
areas, we were doing the job of debris workers, removing debris
from collapsed buildings to save trapped survivors. The work was
backbreaking and stressful, and although it was nowhere near the
real thing, the pressure was intense. In the situation of an earthquake
casualty, every second is a second closer to being saved, or dying.

DAY 2

At around 1pm, I started to get hungry. With the physical workout and
walking from venue to venue, I was wishing for something to fill my
stomach. I guess the fact that we were in a “famine” didn’t really sink
in for others either! I heard people asking multiple times if there really
wasn’t going to be any food provided. After the long day of games

We ended camp with a Singapore Book of Records challenge — all
campers laid down to form the longest conveyor belt and passed down
23 bags of rice via sit ups, to signify the workers who unload and give
out supplies to the refugees. Finally, after 30 hours, we ended the camp
with some bread buns (I took an extra)!

We did service work by packing and delivering food to families in need.
It was meaningful to meet the people in need and interact with them.
The last household was an Indian family consisting of an elderly lady
and two children, aged around 6 and 10. The house was really small
and scarcely furnished. The lady was quiet and shy, but thanked us for
the delivery. It was a short exchange, but very heartening.
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challenge

follow us for updates
and exclusive giveaways!
kallosmag

photos by: Wee En

Final Thoughts
The Famine Camp was a really unique experience that opened my eyes
to the state of the world and left me with different thoughts. The first
is how blessed we are to reside in a country that’s stable, safe, and
prosperous. Most of us have never heard the sound of a live bullet,
or the tremor of an earthquake. But that’s not the case for millions
of people around the world. How often are we thankful for what we
have? How can we complain? I think thanksgiving often comes when
we decide to stop keeping track of the “bad” things, and start counting
our blessings.
Secondly, apart from taking time out to educate ourselves more on
their situation, we should also look to the immediate needs of the
community around us. Although I did know of and had previously
interacted with the poor and needy around me, the encounter with
the elderly Indian lady and her grandchildren was a reminder that even
with Singapore’s pristine reputation, there are still “hidden” people in
need. I believe God blesses us so that we can bless others, especially
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those in our immediate reach! I hope the Church in Singapore will one
day be a reflection of the Acts Church in Acts 4:32-35.
My third thought would be the importance of representing Christ in all
this. We might not have the money to support everyone in need, but I
believe it could mean more to be there in person to interact and love
these people. And if we can’t take time out of our schedules to help in
person, then we should pray and contend for them from where we are.
This camp has taught me that God doesn’t just care about me. He
cares about my family, my classmates, the people who walk by, and
the suffering in the world. And when I stop seeing my relationship with
Him as exclusive, but something to be shared, only then will I be able
to truly reach out and show His love to others.
Overall, I super recommend the camp!

K

Visit www.worldvision.org.sg for
information on future events!

kallosmag We're giving away two beautiful brush-lettered prints by
@theletterjsupply which reminds us of the calling and destiny that He has
for us!
Follow us @kallosmag to find out how to win these prints.
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Study Smart!
Want to be a more effective student? KALLOS’
interns know just how you can do it. Here are
their best tips on how to study smart and win the
battle against the books.
artwork by: Emmelyn Koh

Y
ing ee

As you study throughout the term, make a
summarised version of your notes by picking out
important points and putting them in point form.
This way, you won’t need to refer to your incredibly
thick textbooks days before the exam — we all
know it’s a race against time by then!

Get rid of distractions
If it’s your phone, lock it in your drawer and
retrieve it only when you have a break. If you
find it hard to resist scrolling through social
media platforms, download apps that help you
limit your time on social media.

Tan
a
s
s
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Sitting at your desk studying for hours
might seem ideal, but research has proven
that taking short 10-15min breaks between
sessions is even better. Study for an hour
and then take a quick break — it’ll motivate
you to study harder in that hour!

Don't skip on beauty sleep!
As tempting as it may be to stay up to study during
the wee hours, don’t do it! Sleep is important as it
allows your brain to absorb relevant information
and get ready for more. Settle on a fixed sleep
schedule to ensure that you get at least 7-8 hours
of sleep the night before your papers. You will be
surprised how that extra hour of sleep benefits you
more than an extra hour of studying!

Get creative

COUNTER

Are you more of a visual person? Transform
your dull lecture notes and textbooks into
your very own personalised mind maps and
diagrams! Go crazy with your highlighters
and coloured pens — it helps you memorise
facts better! Tip: summarise huge chunks
of facts in textbooks by using acronyms or
short hand.

Snack smart
It’s natural to want to nibble on some snacks
whilst studying. However, certain snacks that
are high in sugar can make you feel sluggish and
lethargic instead! It’s important to choose good
foods to fuel your brain and body, such as fruit
or unsalted nuts.

Take time out

Su

Ong S

Summarise key points

Ja ne

tips

u
eY

Plan, plan, plan!
Which subjects will you be studying today?
What exactly are you doing, and for how
long? Planning certainly helps to provide a
clear frame of mind and allows you to know
what exactly you have to achieve for that
day. But plan realistically and within your
own limits. 15 chapters of Biology in a day
is too much for anyone!

Study in an environment good for you
Do you find yourself focusing better around friends
or alone? Can you study at home or are you better
in public? Don't be discouraged if you are not sure.
Experiment and see which works best for you.
Everybody has different needs so it is best to find an
environment customised to yours.
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fashion

PLAY WITH SHADES
Wearing bottoms with a
slightly darker shade and
tops with lighter, brighter
variations of that colour will
bring the focus toward your
face. It also provides an
illusion that you are wearing
different colours when they
are actually both the same.

models: Clarissa Tan & Grace Ann

how to
dress
in one
colour
tone
Clueless on matching
colours? Think that
wearing one colour is
boring? ISABEL PHUA
gives you three tips
for pulling off a stylish
monochromatic outfit!
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fashion
TEXTURES
Wearing multiple layers of
varied textures help to add
depth and dimension to
your outfit, and you can also
highlight certain parts of your
body. For example, if you have
a petite upper frame and tend
to carry your weight above the
waist, consider wearing rugged
ripped denim jeans with a
plain, smooth top, and you will
immediately draw attention to
a lean upper body.

STATEMENT PIECES
If you want to draw attention
to an awesome new
statement bag or pair of
shoes (or even an umbrella),
this is the way to go! Keep
your entire outfit in the same
colour and shade so that all
the attention goes to your
statement piece.
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health

Fuel to
Fight the Flu
Nursing a cold is no fun, especially when
you’re already burning the midnight oil. LOU LAM shares
her tips for speeding recovery the smart way!

W

hen energy hits rock bottom and the
exam tension is high, the last thing you
want is to have to push through flu-symptoms
and fight other nasty bugs! Believe me, I
totally get it!
Getting sick happens to all of us. Even the
healthiest lifestyle and diet won’t prevent
everything, and we’re definitely more
susceptible when we’ve likely neglected
our health to burn another night studying!
As uncomfortable as it is at the time, it is
important to know that being ill can be a
way of our body signalling that it needs rest.

1

2
3
4

In addition, our bodies need to experience
times of sickness so that our immune system
becomes stronger and more resilient in
the future. The important thing is that you
don’t ignore it or try to brave it away by
putting mind over matter and carrying on,
business as usual. Following your body’s
cues to prioritise extra rest and seeking your
doctor’s support is the surest way to recover
as soon as possible.
If you feel like you’re coming down with a
bug, try some of these tips to support a
speedy recovery!

FEED YOUR GUT!

Fermented and probiotic foods contain live,
good bacteria that keep our gut strong and
help to fight off foreign invaders.

DRINK LOADS OF FLUIDS

Bone broth soups and teas keep you well-hydrated
with natural electrolytes, as well as being crammed
with immune boosting vitamins and minerals. If you
don’t have access to either of them, drinking a good
amount of water is good enough too.

EAT MEALS, NOT SNACKS

Whole food meals support your body
when it’s working overtime. Axe the
instant noodles, potato chips, and
pizza and opt for quality protein and
colourful veggies!

AVOID OVER-EXERCISING

Don’t jump back into sports too quickly
after a bug. Try a restful activity first, like
stretching, walks, or an easy swim. If you
then feel unusually tired, you may need to
scale back and focus on sleep and good
nutrition till your energy fully returns.

Lou Lam is a certified Personal Trainer and
Nutritional Advisor living in Hong Kong. She’s excited
to be expecting a baby girl in October whoop!
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quote

FEELING STRESSED?
Encourage a friend during the exam period
with this specially curated study pack!

The God
of the Bible
is too lovely
to abandon
for lesser
pursuits.

Each pack
contains:
– An encouragement postcard
– 4 Exclusive testimonies related
to studies and grades
– 2 Spotify playlists on the theme of
‘Praise’ and ‘Perfect Peace’
– A Rose Gold Clip
– A Hair Tie
– A Weekly Scheduler Sticky Pad

- Jen Wilkin -

$6

shop.kallos.com.sg/
merchandise
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pattern design: Garry Killian
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truth

dig deeper:
how did we get the Bible
we have today?
The writing of the Bible spanned over centuries, with different parts
by many different people. How did the Bible we have today come
to be? In 1 Peter 3:15, we are exhorted to “always be prepared to
give an answer to everyone who asks you to give the reason for the
hope that you have”. HANNAH LEUNG introduces the process of
canonisation in this issue.
The Bible you hold in your hands today, whether a physical or digital copy, may seem like
a single piece of work. However, instead of a massive novel or a thick history textbook,
the Bible is more like a scrapbook that contains news reports, letters from close friends,
and emotional song lyrics. Who made the scrapbook? And where did all of these ‘scraps’
come from anyway?

with contributions from: Belinda Tan
20 | kallos

2
1

The Old and New
Testaments

What does
“canonisation”
mean?

The word “canon” finds its origins in the Greek
language, in which “kanōn” refers to a measuring
rod. “Canonisation” means the recognition that a
particular piece of writing was sacred, in that it gives
the true laws and teachings of a religion.
The contents of our Bible were not randomly
thrown together; rather, they went through a
process of canonisation. Each text had to meet
certain standards to be recognised by everyone as
Scripture, that is, having the authority of God over
the lives of believers. The text had to be consistent
with (not contradict) other texts in the Bible,
exemplify the kind of life that God wants his people
to lead, have truly important things to say, and be
relevant to the lives of people not just when it was
written but everywhere and throughout time. It had
to tell the truth.

For the Old Testament, the books of the Pentateuch
(first five books of the Bible) were recognised as
Scripture the earliest, since they recorded the
experiences of a people chosen by God and the
laws He gave them through Moses. The rest of the
books in the Old Testament were steadily added
and used in worship before the canon was “closed”
and no other texts were admitted into this exclusive
list of books. By the time of Jesus, all the books in
the Old Testament were recognised as Scripture.
When Jesus and Paul mention Scripture, they were
referring to the Old Testament.
For the New Testament, the process of canonisation
was much shorter. The accounts in the Gospels
and Acts and letters by the apostles or those
very close to them were recognised and shared
amongst believers, who agreed that the texts
conveyed the truth about Jesus Christ and what it
meant for them to call Him our Lord and Saviour,
and also did not oppose previous teachings and
laws in the Old Testament. The Christian faith was
founded on these texts. Only when there was a
major controversy over attempts to remove some
books of the New Testament, did Christian leaders
see the need to make the list official and declare
the canon closed.

3
What next?

All this took place over about a thousand years,
but the whole Bible tells a consistent, coherent
and dramatic story of God. Before you first read the
Bible, what did you think about it? From the outside,
it may have looked like a difficult book draped in
religious fanfare and filled with empty words. But
the more you read it, the more you will feel the
weight of truth and ease your cynicism about the
truth that it conveys. Take the leap and commit to
reading the whole Bible!
kallos | 21

love

I

I was 27 and single. That phrase alone feels
taboo in today’s society, where love is so
highly sought after that we even have mobile
apps to help us find love.
The year that I turned 27, the reality that I had
never dated anyone hit me hard. Over the
years, I had my fair share of crushes and a
couple of guys who were interested in me, but
none blossomed into a serious relationship.
The very first guy who confessed his
feelings for me was a classmate in poly. As
a teenage girl, it definitely felt good when a
guy confessed his feelings for me and was
exceptionally nice to me.
In university, I got to know this guy through
orientation, and our friendship blossomed
into daily late-night calls that lasted a few
hours at a time. Naturally, I developed
feelings for him, but I did not dare to tell
him. He eventually got into relationships
with a few other girls, and I got so upset
and jealous because he continued to keep
a close friendship with me in spite of that. I
wondered, “When will it be my turn to be with
him?”

single and loved
models: Titus Low, Lynn Lim, & Amanda Wong
22 | kallos

What if you’re single, but no one wants to
mingle? GWEN TEO opens up about her
insecurities at not being pursued by the
‘right’ guys, and how God’s overwhelming
love soothed every wound.

When I started working, a person I saw merely
as a ‘big brother’ confessed his feelings for
me. Even though I had no feelings for him,
it felt good that someone was pursuing me
again. Regretfully, I led him on for a while
before realising that I could not keep up the
pretence. It was this false security of being
“in a relationship” that I was hooked on, along
with the fear that no one else would come
along if I missed this opportunity. I made the
decision to come clean with this friend and we
ended all communications between us.

THE FOUR-YEAR DROUGHT

The next four years were spent wrestling with
God about my singlehood. Well-meaning
friends and family would ask ever so often,
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lessons

love
“When are you getting attached?” or “How? Do
you have a boyfriend yet?”

of my heart, soothing wounds caused by
insecurity and disappointment.

All these seemingly casual remarks triggered
my insecurities about my relationship status.
Somehow, the culture we live in today has taught
us to gauge our worth and attractiveness as a
female based on the number of suitors we have or
the number of relationships we have been in. As
if I wasn’t already struggling to trust God with my
future — these comments made me doubt His
plan for me even more.

Each time I remember this gentle whisper,
I renew a commitment to entrust and
surrender my future and current season
to Him. This commitment is a daily and
conscious decision to not let insecurity and
lies from the devil rob me of my identity in
Christ and keep me from walking in my Godgiven destiny.

Often, I would feel like God had forgotten about
me — it felt like I was the last to be given that
special someone.
Soon enough, I found myself looking for a
potential relationship with every guy I got to know.
I would intentionally put on my best front while
interacting with them in the hope of the friendship
blossoming into something more. I would find
ways to increase our interaction with each other
by setting up group outings. But these guy friends
would then get attached to someone else and the
familiar disappointment would set in again.

IT FELT LIKE I WAS
THE LAST TO BE
GIVEN THAT SPECIAL
SOMEONE

What ensued was a period of feeling confused,
angry and tired with God because nothing
seemed to work — after so much prayer and
effort, I still had not met The One. I found myself
asking, “What is wrong with me?”

KNOWING THE BELOVED

Breakthrough came one night during a prayer
meeting in church. During worship, I felt God
whispering to me, “Gwen, I love you just the
way you are. You don’t have to be someone else
to find love. You are already deeply loved and
valued, by Me … I know the desires of your heart
even before you can say them, so won’t you trust
Me with your future?”
Tears flowed down my cheeks uncontrollably.
The immense love of Christ reached the depths
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I have two learning points from this journey
with God to share in the hope that they’ll
encourage those who may be in the same
season as me.
1. We are deeply loved and
valued by God just as we are
“For you formed my inward parts; you knitted
me together in my mother’s womb. I will
praise you, for I am fearfully and wonderfully
made. Wonderful are your works; my soul
knows it very well” (Psalm 139:13–14 ESV).
This psalm of King David puts it beautifully
— we are remarkably created by God. We
do not need to be someone that we are
not in order to find love or acceptance. The
moment we feel we need to be someone
else, we downplay the unique personality and
character God has placed in each one of us.
2. God is not withholding
anything good from me
“For the Lord God is a sun and shield; the
Lord bestows favour and honour. No good
thing does he withhold from those who walk
uprightly” (Psalm 84:11 ESV).
Remember what caused Eve to sin in Eden
and eat from the tree of the knowledge of
good and evil? It was her belief that God was
withholding something good from her. When
we are overly focused on that one thing God
has not given us or imagine that He does not
have our best interests, we lose sight of all
else He has blessed us with.
I choose to celebrate daily the life God has
given me — Jesus Christ, my family, my
friends, my job, and the opportunities to serve
God, making a difference in people’s lives and
help others in need. I choose to fix my eyes
on Christ alone, the source of my faith and all
good things.

WHEN WE FOCUS ON
THAT ONE THING GOD
HAS NOT GIVEN US,
WE LOSE SIGHT OF ALL
ELSE HE HAS BLESSED
US WITH

THE CHALLENGE

While I was attending a three-month course
at a Bible school, God asked me the hardest
question I had to answer thus far in my faith
journey: “Gwen, would you still love and obey
me with all your heart even if you never have
a husband?” It was that unreserved, neverchanging and unconditional love He has for
me that convicted my heart to say YES.

Each time I have felt insecure about my
relationship status, God would again whisper
His love message to me, and every time He
does that, it leaves my heart overflowing with
love, peace and assurance that my future is in
His hands and that He hasn’t forgotten about
me and the desires of my heart. K

Having experienced God’s love in her teenage years as she struggled with self-worth
and self-esteem issues, Gwen longs for women to know they are loved, redeemed,
and restored. She is now happily married and had her first child in August.
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longing for
a forever home
A devotional by
JIAMIN CHOO-FONG

“Instead, they were longing for a better
country — a heavenly one. Therefore God is
not ashamed to be called their God, for he has
prepared a city for them.”
Hebrews 11:16

D

uring my four years of serving onboard
the missions ship Doulos, it was exciting to
sail to 52 ports in the Middle East, Africa, Asia
and the Pacific. Entering each new port, the
crew members and I were briefed on what to
expect in the host country, which we would
call “home” wherever the ship docked.
During the ship’s two-week visit to Port Said,
Egypt, I learned to exchange greetings in
Arabic, dressed sensitively by wearing longsleeved tops and long skirts, and had my first
taste of falafel. I was also glad to meet some
local students who eagerly befriended me
because I was a foreigner. They were great
hosts, bringing me to their favourite spots in
town, inviting me to meet their families, and
sharing their lives openly.
Even though I was a stranger in their land,
their generous acceptance made me feel at
home. This brought comfort as I was far away
from loved ones in Singapore. However, the
time soon came for Doulos to sail away. Sadly,
I had to wave goodbye to new-found friends
and leave my Port Said “home”. When we
reached the next port in Jordan, the cycle
started all over again.
Being on the move for those years, each of the
52 ports I visited was “home” for a while. But
by the time I’d adjusted to the host country’s
language, culture and people, it was time
to leave again. I struggled with the constant
changes and the fact that I could never settle
long enough in one place to build community,
be known personally and find rest.
I began wondering where my true “home”
was, since I had left my home country,
Singapore, and was now a foreigner in each
new port. I longed for a “forever home” — an
unchanging and permanent place of safety

and refuge, where one’s heart can find solace
and joy, belong to a like-minded community
and be fully known.
The longing for a “forever home” is not
new, and has been echoed by men and
women of faith through the ages. When
God called Abraham to go to a place he
would later receive as his inheritance, he
left his country and his people. With God’s
guidance, Abraham made his new “home in
the promised land like a stranger in a foreign
country” (Heb 11:9). Yet, even after settling
down, he looked forward to a home that was
forever — “the city with foundations, whose
architect and builder is God” (Heb 11:10). For
others like Noah, Sarah, Isaac and Jacob, the
Bible tells us that they recognised they were
“foreigners and strangers on earth … longing
for a better country — a heavenly one” (Heb
11:13, 16).
In fact, Ephesians 2:19–20 affirms us our
true identity: we are “no longer foreigners
and strangers, but fellow citizens with God’s
people and also members of his household,
built on the foundation of the apostles
and prophets, with Christ Jesus himself as
the chief cornerstone.”. This like-minded
community is not far off but found in the
church. And this place of belonging among
God’s people is a foretaste of our “forever
home” which we can look forward to when
Jesus returns for us.
So, no matter how our earthly homes may
change and unsettle us, it’s assuring to know
that we can already experience “home” with
God’s people here. And as fellow citizens
of heaven, we can make a difference in this
world by being salt and light, pointing others
to the hope of a “forever home” that is found
in God alone. K

PRAYER

Lord, thank You for Your promise that
we belong to a heavenly country and
we are truly home with You. Help us
treasure the gift of home here on earth
too, that we may shine for You and
draw others unto You. Amen.

REFLECTION TIME!
1. What does “home” mean to you,
and why?

2. How does an understanding of a
“forever home” with Jesus affect the
way you live your life now?

DELVE DEEPER

Read and reflect on these passages
on "home":
o Genesis 12:1–9
o 2 Corinthians 5:1–10
o 1 Peter 2:9–12

HANDLES

When we come across familiar Bible
verses, we think that we know what
they mean and hence may easily
speed through them. However, don’t
rush it. Take your time to read each
word and reflect on the text. You may
gain new understanding each time you
re-read the verse!

Jiamin is not an early riser, but will force herself to get up at 4.30am to
watch stunning sunrises in the mountains.
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Heartache. Tears. Anger. These are normal emotions after a romantic
relationship comes to an end. How do you get over it? KALLOS interviews
four ladies to find out what gave them hope in darkness.
Tammy Leung 22 years old

WHY DID YOU BREAK UP?
We were together for 1.5 years before I decided to end the
relationship. Even though he was a Christian, we valued different
things. Before we broke up, God was convicting my heart that “to
live is Christ and to die is gain”. I was convicted to give up all that
I had for the Lord, including my finances. When I shared this with
him, he couldn’t agree with me. It was then that I realised it wasn’t
enough to have a partner who is a Christian; if I were to live the rest
of my life with another person, he had to be someone who would
give everything up for Christ.

WAS IT DIFFICULT?

"I FELT GUILTY FOR
BREAKING UP WITH HIM"

I felt guilty for disappointing him and “ruining his life” since he was
committed to this relationship. I was ready to let him go, but this guilt
was so heavy on my heart.

HOW DID YOU GET OVER IT?
It took about a year to deal with the guilt that followed. I remember
confidently telling someone that “time will heal”. Surprisingly, she gently
rebuked me and said, “Time alone won’t heal—time, community, and the
Word of God will heal you.” For months I intentionally hid myself from friends
and avoided meet ups, but this statement from my leader propelled me to
make conscious efforts to meet up with godly community who would point
me back to Jesus. What also helped were the bible studies and time alone
with God that allowed my mind and heart to be soaked in words of truth.
All these caused me to focus on what truly matters in light of eternity, and I
found that the only One who truly can fill me is our Lord Jesus!
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Janell Chu 23 years old

Breaking Up
Is Hard To Do

WHY DID YOU BREAK UP?
We got together in our second year of Junior College when we were studying
for our A-level exams. Stress, loneliness, and the desire for companionship
clouded our judgment, and we did not think through the decision to get
together, pray over it, or seek wise counsel. We also started off on the wrong
foot because before we could get to know each other more, we became very
emotionally and physically attached. It was a long and messy break up—
although we knew we weren't good for each other and the relationship wasn't
healthy, we couldn’t surrender the comfort of constantly having another
person's attention and affection.

WAS IT DIFFICULT?
Extremely difficult. It was my first relationship and I had never had my
heart broken like this. The feeling of being in love awakened a yearning for
companionship to fill the void in my heart. Because of these desires, I found
it hard to let go of the relationship. Despite being a Christian my whole life,
this showed that the love of Jesus simply had not filled the void I was feeling
in my heart.

"I HAD NEVER HAD MY
HEART BROKEN LIKE THIS"

HOW DID YOU GET OVER IT?
At the start, I allowed myself to cry a lot. I took up journalling and was honest
about the struggles I was facing and the emptiness I was feeling. I confided in
close friends who supported me and pointed me back to the love of Christ.
But the true recovery only began when God revealed who I was in Him and the
promises He had for me from His Word. Eventually, it was my growth in my
faith which strengthened me and helped me fully get over the break up.

ENCOURAGEMENT FOR GIRLS LIKE YOU?
If you are going through a break up, firstly, *hugs*. Many have gone ahead of you
and experienced this and if they can rise up from this, so can you. The Lord is
close to the broken-hearted, and saves those who are crushed in spirit
(Ps 34:18). Draw close to the Lord through prayer and His Word. It is when
we are most broken, vulnerable and crushed that we truly understand
what Jesus meant when He said “My grace is sufficient for you,
for My strength is made perfect in weakness” (2 Cor 12:9).
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WHY DID YOU BREAK UP?

We were quarrelling quite a lot due to our different beliefs and
values, and it didn’t help that, as we attended different churches,
we didn’t have a common group of godly friends to journey
alongside us. One day we decided to take a break from each
other for a week, and after the week ended, we decided that we
shouldn’t continue on as the relationship was making the both of
us too miserable.

WAS IT DIFFICULT?

"THE RELATIONSHIP

It was very difficult, especially because he was away studying
overseas and we had to end it over the phone. I remember crying
the entire night and didn’t even sleep one bit. Knowing that I could
never lean on him again was hard because I don’t take changes
very easily.

WAS MAKING BOTH

HOW DID YOU GET OVER IT?

OF US TOO MISERABLE"
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By the grace of God, I got over it pretty quickly! I remember the
night after the breakup, I made the most YOLO decision to fly
over to Europe to visit a friend just to take a break. It was the best
decision as the trip helped me to seek clarity with the Lord. I was
in the plane alone, taking train rides alone, walking around alone
and those times alone were when I cried, complained and confided
in the Lord (my travel pictures were all taken with swollen eyes!)
The restoration came gradually; there wasn’t a specific moment,
but I just kept believing and declaring that the Lord has something
better in store for me. I believed that even though I didn’t see it at
the time, I would see it come to pass!

Daphne Choo 24 years old

Magdalene Tan 24 years old

WHY DID YOU BREAK UP?

It was at a church camp. I remember thinking that it’s been so long since I’ve
felt “right” with God since I got together with my then-boyfriend. I didn’t pray
about entering the relationship because I knew God’s answer would be no.
I wanted life to go my own way, and insisted on continuing the relationship
even though there were many red flags. On that night of the camp, I heard a
clear voice saying, “Break up with him.” I knew right away that it was God.

WAS IT DIFFICULT?

Getting over him was difficult and painful. We had been together for close to
three years, and we were preparing to settle down. We even tried applying
for a Build-to-Order flat! I really thought he was the one for me, and all of a
sudden he was out of my life. It felt like my world came crashing down.

HOW DID YOU GET OVER IT?
It took me eight months to let him go. And I say without a doubt that I wouldn’t
have been able to do it without God. Post-breakup, I experienced a spiritual
breakthrough, one that transformed my entire life. Prior to that I had already
been walking with God and serving in church for years. But for the first time, I
came to know God intimately and my relationship with Him just grew. God was
so good that I felt like I lacked nothing even though the “love of my life” was
taken away from me.

"I REALLY THOUGHT HE
WAS THE ONE FOR ME"

ENCOURAGEMENT FOR GIRLS LIKE YOU?

Deep in my heart I knew that the relationship was not what God wanted
for me, but I continued to push on in stubbornness. God could have let me
suffer the consequences, but through His grace and mercy, He called me out
of it and walked me through the breakup. I’ve learned that when God calls
you to do something, He gives you the grace you need to do it, especially if
it is something that honours Him. If you know that your current relationship
is not honouring to Him, be strong and courageous to do the right thing, and
His grace will pull you through.
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cheaterbug
Why do people cheat? Is there something
wrong with them? DOROTHEA WONG reflects
on cheating in relationships and how we’re
ultimately all guilty.

"W

hat? What do you mean that he
cheated on her? Wasn’t he a youth
leader in church?”
“Wait, this girl has been serving in church and
is looked up to by many people. How can she
do such a thing to her boyfriend?”
That night, I went home in shock. It was the
third time in two weeks that I’d heard about
Christian couples whom I had deemed strong
and respectable breaking up. The reason
behind the break-ups was sadly the same —
cheating.

A SMALL COMPROMISE

Ever since I was a child, my parents
established a rule that no food or drinks were
allowed to be brought into the room; they
certainly didn’t want any insects to be found
on our beds! However, once, I really wanted to
snack on some bread whilst watching videos
in bed. I went to the kitchen and sneakily
tip-toed back to my room with my loot. And it
worked! No one knew.
Then I did it again and got bolder each time
— I wasn’t just sneaking bread into my room,
but even chocolates and chips! The stakes
had increased and somehow I managed to
succeed each time, until that fateful day when
my mum found some crumbs that had gotten
stuck to the threads of my bedsheet. I was
heavily reprimanded. Stealth mode could not
save me from being found out.
Looking back at my own life, I realised that,
more often than not, we don’t wake up one
morning and suddenly decide to go all out to
break the rules. I started off with trying to get
away with something small, and each time I
didn’t get caught, I convinced myself that it
wasn’t so bad, and that I could probably get
away with it all.
Similarly, in the context of cheating, I
believe that it is a result of a series of small
32 | kallos
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compromises. I believe that few people
wake up one day and think to themselves,
“I want to cheat on my boyfriend/girlfriend
today”. Instead, through a series of small
compromises (e.g. a flirty text message here,
a lingering look there) and getting off scotfree each time, they finally find themselves
going further than they had initially intended,
culminating in taking the plunge and cheating
on their partner.

A PRIDEFUL HEART

In the weeks that followed hearing the news
on the break-ups, I struggled with looking at
the individuals who cheated in the same light.
In fact, the thought that constantly plagued
me was, “How could a Christian cheat? What’s
wrong with them?”

IT SEEMS THAT I AM A
"CHEATER" TOO... I HAVE
BROKEN MY COVENANT
WITH MY BELOVED
As I continued to judge their actions, what
was slowly festering in my heart was deceitful
pride, telling me that as a good Christian
girl, I was infallible and would never do what
they did. But the exact opposite is true — it
is precisely because I am a Christian that I
should know I am capable of the worst sins,
and I need a Saviour.
Truth be told, the label “Christian” is never a
guarantee for a fool-proof, sin-free life. The
essence of Christianity is that Jesus came
to seek and save the lost, not the righteous
(Mark 2:17, Luke 5:31–32). When I dwelled
on their actions and believed myself to be
better than them because I did not personally
cheat on my boyfriend, I was really being no
different from the Pharisees who were selfrighteous but without grace.

AM I CHEATER TOO?

Interestingly, “cheating” is not unique to
the 21st century. In fact, it is recorded
frequently in the Bible. God’s people in the
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Old Testament always had a problem with
unfaithfulness. In spite of all of the reminders
of God’s goodness toward them, they chased
after idols and turned their backs on God,
time and again breaking their covenant with
Him. Each time they were unfaithful, they
seemed to forget that breaking their covenant
with God had consequences. Just like us, they
might have believed that all it would take to
move on was to ask for forgiveness in the right
way. But the reality is that we do have to deal
with the fallout and that real repentance is
called for by God, not our easy words.
How prone a human’s heart is to wander!
Similar to the people of the Old Testament, I
do have idols that I hold in my heart as well.
Despite my best intentions to love God with
all my heart, soul, strength and mind, my own
series of small compromises have drawn my
gaze away from Christ and toward idols such
as the endless pursuit of grades, wanting to
be fashionable, wanting to get a good-paying
job for the prestige and the pay cheque …
all these are things that I cling to so tightly
and struggle to let go of! It seems that I am
a “cheater” too, and more than once, I have
broken my covenant with my Beloved.

LOVE WITH ALL MY HEART

But let’s not get carried away. Does it
mean that every time something takes my
attention away from God for a moment,
I’ve immediately “cheated on God”? Does
it mean that when we have an intense time
at school or work or get into a relationship,
we are somehow turning our backs on God?
Does it mean that my every thought must be
occupied with Him only, and any deviation is
a sin?
I would think not. The Bible doesn’t command
us to do nothing apart from “godly” things,
but it does instruct us to centre all our
desires, our thoughts and our efforts around
God, making intentional and conscious
decisions to make Him the Lover of our
hearts, such that everything that we say, think
and do flows from this love. When we think
about what would please Him, before we
worry about what would please our friends,
lovers, teachers or even our family, we are
loving Him wholeheartedly, choosing Him first
in everything.

BUT THERE IS A LOVE
THAT IS CONSTANT AND
TRUE, AND IT PERSISTS
BEYOND THE FRAILTIES
OF OUR HEARTS

A LOVE THAT BINDS

One of my all-time favourite hymns has these
beautiful lyrics: “Prone to wander, Lord, I feel
it / Prone to leave the God I love / Here’s my
heart, oh, take and seal it / Seal it for Thy
courts above.”
All of us are prone to wander; all of us could
be cheaters. The reality is that our hearts are
fickle and our affections are fleeting. But there

is a Love that is constant and true, and it
persists beyond the frailties of our hearts.
When cheating feels like it’s getting more
common amongst romantic partners, the
lesson I’ve learnt is not to give in to small
compromises and to intentionally bind my
heart to God’s, making Him my singular focus
in all aspects of my life. K

Dorothea finally jumped on the bandwagon and decided to try the Korean
"wispy bangs" look. She concluded that it was the worst mistake to make in
Singapore's hot and humid weather — the look only lasted for two weeks.
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Jemima Ooi:
Missions in the Congo
Many of us are inspired by exotic
stories from the mission field, but
few actually go. DOROTHEA WONG
interviews one missionary who has
dedicated her life to bringing the
gospel to unreached places.
As a 14-year-old, Jemima already knew that her life’s
journey would not be an ordinary one. Fast forward
16 years and she is living a life few Singaporeans
would imagine: sleeping in mud huts on hard-packed
earth with rats crawling all around, making fires every
night because there is no electricity to speak of,
running for her life from rebel armies… these are but
a few experiences she’s had in her past seven years
as a missionary.
Besides her primary work in the Congo with Justice
Rising, Jemima currently oversees two slum schools
in India, is helping to develop a large refugee
settlement in the central Kenyan desert while
working with survivors from the genocide in Rwanda,
and is supporting a Burundian refugee community.
With such an array of experiences, we know she’s got
stories to tell!
Hi Jemima! Was going to the mission field always
a part of your life’s plans?
I’ve always liked helping people, but I had a lifechanging encounter when I was fourteen. I was on
the upper deck of a bus that was going along the
Farrer Road flyover. I looked out of the window and
suddenly all I could see was red clay soil, white
tattered refugee tents and an older version of me
working with the refugees! I was freaking out because
I didn’t know what this meant then. The image came
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and it left and I was suddenly in the bus again.
I went home immediately and told my mum,
“I feel like my life isn’t going to be ordinary”.
My mum responded by telling me to hide
this in my heart. From that day, I knew that
my life was going to be different. It was only
after I graduated from university that God
specifically started to call me out to the
mission field.
How did your family react to your decision
to enter the mission field?
My parents had their own journeys to go
on. They needed to hear from God for
themselves, that He was calling me to the
field, and I wasn’t merely fantasising. I knew
that I needed to demonstrate wisdom for my
parents to trust me. I decided to work with
my parents for two years in their restaurant
and I endeavoured to show my wisdom and
maturity in all my undertakings and dealings
with clients and customers. I believe that gave
them some peace of mind in releasing me;
knowing that I would be prudent, not reckless
or ditzy and end up in unnecessary danger.
I had done well in school and people
questioned whether I was more suited for the
marketplace instead. I also had family friends

who were talking about my decision and in
my first year in the mission field, I was really
discouraged when I came to know of their
doubts. Words like “She’s not going to get paid
for this; she’s throwing away her life. She has
so much potential, she did so well, why would
God want her to waste her life away?” weren’t
easy to swallow.

my missions journey and I struggled to provide
answers for everyone. But I knew God had
called me to this and He will provide the time
and space for people to slowly understand my
decision. It was probably only after the third
year that tangible fruit could be seen, and
people realised that this was truly God’s longterm call for my life and not just a phase.

What about your friends?
They were reluctant to see me go, but what
touched my heart was when they said that
they knew God was doing something in my life
and they wanted to share me with the world.
God also spoke to my senior pastors’ wife and
said to her “This one (Jemima) is set apart for
me”and she blessed me to go ahead as well. It
was tough because I was just starting out on

When you first became a missionary,
what did you not expect to be difficult but
actually was?
The realisation that we are so sheltered in
Singapore! I’m not just talking about living
conditions. But when I go to the United States
to train missionaries-to-be, I hear about
how 8 out of 10 people have been raped or
sexually abused. When there are rape cases
in Singapore, they appear in the papers and
there are court cases. But there, victims don’t
report them because such news is no big deal
anymore. This realisation gave me a desire
to learn how God can heal a broken heart
and soul. This was critical for me to know
and learn before I was even able to reach the
refugees that I was called to serve.

SHE HAS SO MUCH
POTENTIAL, WHY WOULD
GOD WANT HER TO WASTE
HER LIFE AWAY?

The other is not being able to shower when I
feel dirty! Once I was caught in a drought and
I didn’t have much water to shower with for
weeks! My wet wipes became a black market
commodity. Even if I wanted to bathe, I could
only do so with two 1.5litre water bottles. I had
a friend who didn’t shower for six weeks!

I'M NOT AS INTERESTED
IN THE PURPOSEDRIVEN LIFE AS I AM
ABOUT THE PRESENCEDRIVEN LIFE.

In spite of all these difficulties, what
keeps you going?
Definitely God, without a doubt. Many
missionaries go to the field for different
reasons. However, I have learnt over the years
that good works can be addictive but they
can only get you so far. What if the people you
serve are just too broken to appreciate you?
Or what if they take you for granted? Only God
can keep you pushing onwards. I am actually
an introvert and I love just being in constant
companionship with God. You will often find
me in my hammock, or in a contemplative
space just talking to God about anything and
everything – the good and the bad.
Is there anything you would do differently
in this journey?
Often times on the field, I’m running from
pillar to post and it can be quite intense, but
I honestly love being on the field and I don’t
want to change anything about that.

What will you say to girls in this
generation who are contemplating going
to the mission field?
To let God love you — live in the fullness of
His affections for you. We are so busy trying to
love other people and trying to prove to God
that we love Him back that we are working
from our finite strength and we are not in the
flow of God.
Also, life is not about finding your purpose. I’m
not as interested in the purpose-driven life
as much as I am about the presence-driven
life. Once you walk with God every step of the
way, you will always fulfil your purpose. And
you will do it with joy and love — you will be
a happy missionary leaning on your Beloved,
and you will not burn out easily.
Lastly, weigh your life in light of eternity. Only
two things cross into eternity: my relationship
with God, and the lives of the people He leads
me to. I never expected myself to be in Congo
but as I walked with God, He gave me His heart
for the people there. Don’t be afraid to dream
big for God and allow Him to seed His dreams
in you. Let’s make this life count for eternity. K

photos by: Sarah Shreeves Photography & Woodnote Photography
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Majority of the
Rohingyas lived in
the Rakhine state
in Myanmar and are
now seeking refuge
in Bangladesh

The Rape
Victims
of the
Rohingya
Crisis
Imagine having your village burned down
and people tortured around you. As you
watch in fear, a group of men grab you,
beat you, and one by one, they start
raping you. Now, nine months later, a child
conceived from that rape has just been
born. This is what some Rohingya women
are facing.

Who are the
Rohingya?

In August 2017, a group of Rohingya Arsa militants launched deadly attacks on
more than 30 police posts in Myanmar’s Rakhine state. This sparked a deadly
response by the Burmese troops together with local Buddhist mobs who burned
down the Rohingya villages, killed the men and raped the women. As a result,
there was an exodus of over 700,000 Rohingyas to their neighbouring country,
Bangladesh. One of the consequences of this crisis is that many babies were
conceived in rape, with the majority of them due in May 2018. While humanitarian
groups such as Doctors Without Borders and Save the Children have scrambled
their resources to prepare for the wave of babies, it has been an uphill task due to
aid shortages and the fact that the number of victims is yet unknown.

Myanmar
Bangladesh
Rakhine State

13-25 years old
How old the majority of
rape victims are
Source: The Washington Post

More than half of
the rape victims are
below 18 years old
Source: Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF)

The Rohingya Muslims are an ethnic minority in Myanmar,
a predominantly Buddhist nation. They are seen by
the Burmese government as illegal immigrants from
Bangladesh, and have been denied citizenship. In 2017, they
numbered 1 million in Myanmar.

What is the Rohingya crisis?

At least
700,000
Rohingyas are
now displaced

What has happened
to the rape victims?
Rohingya women who were facing an unwanted pregnancy had
few options. Some were given cheap abortion pills early on in their
pregnancy, while others attempted to abort the child themselves,
sometimes with deadly consequences. In addition, many of them
have concealed their pregnancies because of shame and stigma, and
this has led many of them to give birth in secret, leading to medical
complications, or abandoning their babies when they are born.
Apart from that, many pregnant rape victims have had marriages
hastily arranged, as families fear that if their daughter is unmarried
and raped, their future is over as they are “damaged goods.” Others
who were married when they were raped may have witnessed their
husbands and children being killed, but lack the help they need to
process the trauma they have been through.

WHAT NOW:
- Pray that these rape victims will
receive the help they need, and that in
spite of the anger they feel toward their
rapists, they will still be able to love the
child instead of abandoning them.
- Thank God for the aid organisations
working tirelessly among the Rohingya,
and pray that they will be able to
identify women and children in need.
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- Look up Save The Children, an
organisation that supports the
Rohingya children. If you are able to,
donate to their cause!
- Think: How can these Rohingyan
women find hope in God, a God who
cares for justice?
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just for fun

4

Things to do

with a younger sibling

Scratching your head on how to spend a day with your
younger sibling who’s not yet a teen? KALLOS shares four fun
activities that you can both enjoy despite the age difference!

Have a Sibling Bake-Off
Baking is a fun way to spend time
and bond with your sibling because
it requires teamwork between the
both of you. Most importantly,
you get to eat the fruits of your
labour—those delicious treats
fresh from the oven!

The first 5 subscribers this month will receive a pack of
beautifully hand-lettered postcards and stickers from
@agapescripts.co, where a percentage of profit from
the business is ploughed back into His Kingdom!

Get Crafty
Let your creative juices flow and get
started on a mini project together. Be
it making floral bookmarks, learning
to draw, or redecorating your rooms,
the possibilities for fun, easy, and
cheap DIY projects are endless!

Like what you see?
Sweat It Out
If your siblings are much younger than you,
you’ve surely noticed that they are full of
boundless energy. If your parents are up
for it, try talking them into a day at the
zoo, water theme park, or even a
trampoline park! If they’re not for
such high energy activities, even
kite-flying on a windy day will surely
be a good bonding opportunity.
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Be a Personal Shopper
Grocery shopping may seem mundane but it
can actually be very exciting. Ask your parents
for a list of items that your household needs
and head to a supermarket together. Play a
little game with your sibling: for every item on
the list, both of you will guess its price and try
to get as close as possible. Keep track of each
other’s score, because the loser has to do a
forfeit at the end!

artwork by: Sinead See

Never miss an issue of kallos again!
Subscribe now and get our magazine
delivered straight to your home every
other month.
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